
Cast:  
Tanith- Bagel & Manager 
Adeye- Dirty Moka 
Taney- swiss mix 
Rosemary-Stella the stool 
 
Narrator/ Manager (speaking as if already over this whole thing) 
“Hello everyone” 
Today we will be induring a shocking murder mystery. For sensitive viewers we recommend 
there are times in which you may want to avert your eyes. Here are your characters. 
Bagel, Stella the Stool, Dirty Moka, and Hot Chocolate. Without further ado this is A Day at 
Moka Joka!” 
 
(the rest of the objects are asleep) 
Bagel: Ugh it’s still early in the morning and I can’t go back to sleep. Oh well might as well start 
the day.  
 Another tedious day of laying on the counter. At least no one is here yet, I can enjoy some 
peace and quiet before the hoards of people come in. 
(A moment of silence) 

Hmm. People usually arrive by now. I wonder where everybody is? I guess that means 
more time to myself….. 

(Suddenly a dark figure comes from the back and approaches Bagel) 
Oh great. (seeing the person) I was wondering when someone was going to show up. 
 
Person : Are you alone? 
 
Bagel: I wish I could say yes, but I can't. 

(the person then picks up Bagel) 
Bagel: Hey! What are you doing? I know I can’t walk but that doesn’t mean you can pick 
me up!  

(the person carries bagel over to the bagel cutter and puts Bagel into the bagel cutter) 
Bagel: Hey, I know what that thing is and I did not give you consent! NO! NO! NO! (Cut) 
AHHHHHHHHHHHHH! AHHHHHHHHH! YOU CUT ME IN HALF! HOW AM I STILL 
ALIVE! AHHHHHHHHHH. 
 
 
The screams of bagel wake up the dirty moka. But it is too late. The figure is gone, 
leaving nothing but the crumbs of bagel on the counter. Dirty moka turns to the crowd 
with an overly shocked expression. The manager comes behind the counter 
 Manager: What was that about?  
Dirty Moka Slinks back into the shadows. 
Manager: Creepy. 
 



Stella the Stool wakes up stretches and looks around. 
Stella:” Morning!!” 
((jumps up off the chair and then jumps in place. Then she grabs her cape from the chair 
and puts it on, running in small circles with one fist extended)) 
s-”Why are there so many people? 

What are they here for? What are they talking about? Who are they? What time is it? What are 
their names? Do they want to play?  Are they heroes too? When can I explore outside?” 
((Manager stares back with a flat expression of exhaustion and annoyance.)) 
 S- ((wonders away, mopping. Out of nowhere notices the crumbs and moves over to look at 
crumbs at eye level)) 
“What happened? What are they?” 
((continues to stare at them)) 
((Hot Chocolate enters)) 
“Hello everyone! How are you today?” {saying other things she would when she enters} 
(asside to the manager,”Can I leave now?”) 
M-”No you still have your shift!” 
HC- “ok…. “eww what is on the table?” 
S- “I asked that!” 
((Dirty Moka enters from the shadows)) 
“tHaT Is wHAt I Was WonDering As Well” 
 
M- “I can’t I really can’t. GET OUT IM SERIOUS I CAN’T WITH YOU TODAY.” 
((HC covers Stella’s ears))  
M- “Maybe a good day I could deal with your creepy shit but today, oh today I can’t I’ve had it up 
to here. First I had to deal with bagel having a how monologue how it was being murdered. 
Then I had to look after Stephanie the chair trying to run away, and just before you decided to 
show up I had to put up Mrs.Coco thinking that shes miss thang or whatever but NOW I have to 
deal with this shit. No SIR NOT TODAY SATAN” 
 
((DM lets a single tear fall)) 
 
M- ((looks apologetic)) I’m sorry I shouldn’t have said all that I’ve just had such a rough day and 
(other excuses thought up) 
 
DM- “I am just here trying to find out who took out bagel. But you, you… (whispers) you had a 
long day (medium tone mockingly) you’ve had a long day (shouting)  YOU’VE HAD A LONG 
DAY! NEWS FLASH BUCKO YOUR NOT THE ONLY ONE. YOU THINK IT’S EASY (does jazz 
hands) STALKING AROUND THESE HALLS ALL DAY JUMPING OUT AND SCARING 
PEOPLE. NO, IT IS NOT. IMAGINE STALKING AROUND HARDER DAY IN AND DAY OUT 
YEAR AFTER YEAR. YOU DON’T THINK IT’S TOOK A TOLL ON ME. YOU CAN CROSS 
YOUR HEART AND HOPE TO DIE THAT I HAVE BEEN WATCHING YOU ALL, ALL DAY AND 
NOW, YOU ARE TELLING US THAT YOU HAVEN’T EVEN THOUGHT ABOUT THE CRUMBS 
ON THE TABLE? 



M- yeah and? They are just crumbs. 
 
Hc: ((takes hands away from Stella’s ears)) 
“You mean to tell me that you have just been ignoring this all day??? That’s it, stella, we are 
leaving” 
 
S- ”I finally get to leave the Moka Joka for the first time?!?! YaYYYYYY!!!” ((jumps up and down 
running in circles)) 
 
((Both exit into the crowd)) 
 
DM: “Why don’t you just admit to it?” 
 
M- “Look I was hungry, if it weren’t for you meddling Moka, I would have gotten away with it too. 
Why didn’t you do anything about it?” 
 
DM- “I sit in the shadows and wait to be the justice this city needs” 
 
M- “OK ok, I’m sorry but dude I finished closing, and since I don’t get paid to deal with this 
crap…. duces” (runs away) 
 
((DM looks creepily into the crowd and THE END? Is the Sign shown)) 
 


